The Free Research Tool That
Can Power Your Digital
Advertising Strategy

When developing a B2C digital advertising
strategy, there are two components that are
essential. The first one is identifying your
objective. This is the easy part. Do you want
more people to know about your product,
service, or brand (awareness)? Do you want
people to perceive your product, service,
or brand as superior to your competitors
(preference)? Do you want to drive
sales (purchase)?

Let’s face it, advertising
is expensive. You want to
minimize waste in order to
maximize the efficiency of
every dollar you spend.

There are two main categories of audience
data you’ll need to develop your advertising
strategy and plan - demographic and
psychographic. The former will inform the
media plan to ensure your ads are reaching
the right people. The latter will drive the
messaging strategy and creative execution.

Here are some questions you’ll want to answer to inform the media plan: How do you define the people most likely to be your customer? What is their age, ethnicity, gender, marital status, income, education, and employment? What types of media do they consume?
Which devices do they use and how do they use them?
After you’ve defined the general characteristics of your target audience, you’ll need to understand what makes them tick so you can determine how you can appeal to them. What
are their values and interests? What motivates them? What challenges do they face?

Okay, this is all well and good, but you’re
probably wondering how you’ll be able
to gather this information. Research like
this can be expensive. There’s actually a
way to collect this data without spending
a dime on research. Brand lift studies,
available through companies like Google
and Facebook, don’t require any additional
spend beyond the media cost (although
there is a minimum media spend needed to run a brand lift study).
Brand lift studies are surveys that measure the effectiveness of your advertising. While
your ads are running, users on specific platforms like YouTube and Facebook are given
surveys that ask questions relating to ad recall, brand awareness, product preference,
and/or purchase intent. By segmenting the audience into a control group and an exposed
group, you can see how consumers’ perceptions change after seeing your ads. This
difference clearly defines the effectiveness of your advertising.

But there’s a lot more
you can learn if you
set it up correctly.

The purpose of a brand lift study is to inform you on how
well your digital advertising campaign performed.

Because platforms like YouTube and Facebook combine
survey responses with their first-party user data, you
can easily see the demographics of people more likely
to respond positively. For example, the Mason Digital team ran an advertising campaign
with the goal of driving purchases for a food and beverage client. When we dug into the
data, we found that our advertising moved the needle most for men aged 35 to 44. We
also learned that high school graduates and people with some college were more likely to
purchase than people with their four-year or advanced degree.

Learning about the demographics of your ideal customer is relatively easy. To dig into
psychographics, you’ll need to do some planning before launching the study. Because
you can segment the data against different creatives, you have the ability to test multiple
messaging strategies to learn what works best. This is important because the data that
you typically get from social media campaigns can be misleading, especially when the
campaign objective is awareness or purchase.

For example, one of our client’s campaign data consistently shows humorous messaging
leads directly to higher engagement. However, with brand lift studies we have found
evidence that humorous messages achieve higher engagement rates but show little
movement on purchase intent. Based on the objective, it might make more sense to
promote features and benefits.
How the audience responds to various creatives can provide a much better understanding
of their values, interests, and challenges. Run your brand lift study with the purpose of
learning how to craft a strategy that will provide the best return. But don’t get greedy. If
you’re trying to test different campaign objectives along with different target audiences,
it can be difficult to collect enough data. Make sure to choose a specific objective and then
learn everything you can about your audience and creative messaging.

The results of effectively leveraging a brand lift study can guide your advertising strategy
for years to come. Because you’re getting verified data that directly relates to your
product and brand, it’s much more valuable than third-party research. And on top of that,
it’s free, which just so happens to be the most powerful word in advertising.
At Mason Digital, we’ve helped a number of food and beverage marketers execute
effective brand lift studies and develop digital advertising strategies.

If you’d like to find it if we would be a fit to further your digital marketing
initiatives, please contact us.

